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1.
Environmental values: strong connection between exmouth gulf and ningaloo reef. The protected waters of the
gulf provide a diverse range of habitats that make the gulf an extremely productive system; supporting the
ningaloo reef system.
Social values: whale watching, boating, recreational fishing, camping along shoreline, tourism

2.
I personally use the gulf for sailing..we do extended trips (days) sailing and living on our small yacht. Day trips
on our 14 foot dingy snorkelling, scuba diving, whale watching, fishing, exploring the mangrove areas on east
side. Camping on shoreline and mud crabbing. Walking and picnics on beaches.

3.
Environmental pressures currently observed are commercial prawn operations on deeper water habitat. Tourism
boats on whales and manta rays.

4.
Currently I believe that they are minimal. I am not unaware of any studies that indicate what level the prawn
trawlers are impacting the gulf system. It is important that this is maintained as the ningaloo area is growing fast
in popularity with Australians and international tourists. It is a West Australian icon. The ningaloo marine park
(including the new extension); cape range national park and other reserves, on the west side provide a
significant level of protection. It is vital that this is provided in the gulf..which integrally connected to ningaloo
reef.

5.
There are 3 proposals that I am aware of that will turn the gulf into an industrial zone. This would completely
change the social value of the gulf. Exmouth, the gateway to ningaloo and exmouth gulf would be the
destination of a highly sought after nature and fun experience and industry. They are not compatible. It does not
make sense to me. How could we jeopardise something so valuable.

The proposed ashburton salt mine is a concern. It is only about 50 km north of straits salt that was proposed in
2008. And which was rejected by the EPA. Although it is smaller it is not an appropriate development in the
mangrove system of such high conservation value and which supports the gulf and ningaloo reef.

The proposed gateway is too far south in the gulf. A structure for cruise ships and larger boats was proposed at
the exmouth marina many years ago. If there is need to support larger vessels...although I am not sure I think
this is necessary...where there is already infrastructure makes more sense.

The sub sea 7 proposal is not supported...it is bringing industry too far south in the gulf. I put a submission on
the impact on environmental values.

The number of tourists visiting Ningaloo marine Park grows substantially each year. We can manage the
numbers through various methods however there is still going to be a lot  pressure on the reef and gulf. Adding
industry to the area as well will increase the impact on the environmental and social values, and for me the
increased risk is too great.

Thank you for this opportunity to have my say.

Your sincerely
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